Supervisor’s report

On our first meeting after discussing the proposed topic of Aleksei Pliusnin, we prepared an outline of four tasks. More focus was given to the last three tasks which form the main body of dissertation. All the tasks are completed.

Aleksei was very initiative. He even participated in the poster presentation organized by our university where he was the prizewinner. This should be an important experience for his future carrier and not only an additional line in his CV of achievements.

I provided Aleksei with necessary ebooks which I had. The other necessary books from the field literature he borrowed from the CERGE-EI library using my name.

The scientific level and contribution of dissertation is high. However, despite my continuous advice and help for writing the dissertation, there are still some language mistakes and unclear sentences left in his dissertation. They however do not play a role for understanding the content.

For the dissertation I propose the classification B (very good).
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